Abstract. We investigate the relation between the dark matter distribution of galaxies and their central supermassive black holes which is suggested by the vc − σ relation. Since early-type galaxies appear to have larger black holes than late-type ones, we look for an equivalent pattern in the dark matter distribution as a function of Hubble type. To achieve our goal we use a state-of-the-art modelling code that allows a variety of geometries to be fitted to a combination of radio and optical observations of galaxies with different morphology.
Introduction
Current models for galaxy formation and evolution all incorporate the role of a supermassive black hole. More in particular, they are usually calibrated against known observational relations, such as the Tully-Fisher, M BH − σ [3] [5] and the v c − σ [1] [4] correlations. Since it becomes clear that the v c − σ relation is gaining importance due to its putative redshift independence, a firm observational basis for it seems to be called for. However, at the moment the relation is based on only 28 galaxies making it impossible to measure the intrinsic scatter. Moreover, its precise meaning is not established at all, let alone the combination of it with the M BH − σ relation. This in turn points to a poorly understood connection between the dark matter distribution and the SBH ( Fig. 1) :
2 Intrinsic scatter of the v c -σ relation
We started a project to measure the central velocity dispersions of 20 spiral galaxies with the 3.5m telescope at Calar Alto and we recently observed 12 Low Surface Brightness (LSB) galaxies with the VLT [2] . The majority of the LSB galaxies of our sample have asymptotic circular velocities below 100 km s −1 , while the velocities of the 20 spiral galaxies of our second sample are all between 100 km s −1 and 150 km s −1 . In combination with our already obtained data with velocities above 150 km s −1 [1] , this will allow us to obtain the real intrinsic scatter of the v c − σ relation and to investigate this relation in the low mass regime, where it is hinted by small-number statistics to deviate from the known relation. The sample has also a nice spread along the Hubble sequence and therefore it allows us to investigate any morphological dependence as well.
Dark matter distribution
Almost all information that we have about the dark matter distribution within galaxies is based on rotation curves only and models that assume a spherical dark matter distribution. We plan to improve on the modelling part with a code which allows for both spherical and axisymmetric geometries to be fitted to a combination of radio and optical observations. The aim is to fit a model directly to the radio observations including the full emission distribution along the lineof-sight at each point without making preliminary assumptions of the circular velocity. Models will be fitted to a sample of 12 Low Surface Brightness galaxies of which HI observations are being made at the ATCA and of which we will propose photometry at the AAT to be able to derive the contribution of the luminous and dark matter. Instead of measuring rotation curves, we will derive distribution functions which contain all kinematical information of the system. In particular, we plan to investigate the link between the distribution function and morphology in our Low Surface Brightness sample, with the aid of diagrams in turning point space, such as Fig.2 . 
